
HANDWRITING



The images, artwork, and words used in this 
handwriting course are all designed to connect 
children to the good and the beautiful: family, 

faith, high moral character, and the wonders and 
beauty of nature and human life. 

About 15% of the course focuses on cementing 
correct print formation, and about 85% of the course 
focuses on teaching cursive with a unique colored 
dot system developed by Jenny Phillips. All the child 
has to do is follow the colored dots in order of the 
rainbow. This technique makes it easy for children 
to correctly learn cursive with little to no help from 
parents. This program received rave reviews from 
each of our pilot children and their parents.

This workbook includes 100 lessons, which is 3–4 
lessons per week for a normal school year.

A single large index card (or half sheet of cardstock 

paper) will be needed for some lessons. The same 
one can be used each time.

PENCIL GRIP

Correct pencil grip is essential. For help with pencil 
grip, there are several YouTube videos and websites 
that display correct pencil grip. Be sure to gently 
and patiently correct the child’s incorrect pencil grip 
when writing or drawing.

DOING HANDWRITING AS A FAMILY

Handwriting time can be done together as a family. 
As children will not finish a page in the same 
amount of time as other children, you may want to 
set a certain length of time for handwriting each 
day, such as 10–15 minutes. Wherever children 
are on the page, have them stop at the end of the 
specified time. During the next handwriting session, 
they can pick up right where they left off. Some 
children may complete more than one page during 

a session, and some children may complete less 
than a page. 

About This Course
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Trace each letter pair, number, and punctuation mark, and then write them each once. 

Overview of Letters U–Z + Numbers + Punctuation

Uu       Vv       Ww       Xx      
Yy       Zz       1      2      3      
4     5     6     7               9    8

?    !   &   &   $   $     
Trace each cursive letter by starting on the red dot and following the dots in this order:                                                   
                          . In cursive you often write over a line that you have already made.

Draw a log in the blank box. Draw mushrooms or flowers by it.Complete 

the maze.
Enter

Exit

`a `a `a `a `a
a = a
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Write each word twice. No part of each letter, 
except the tail on the “y,” goes below the 
baseline. 

Monday                                    

Handwriting Practice

Tuesday                                       

            M yndo a

Incorrect Correct

            M yndo a

Connect the numbers. 
Lift the pencil when 
you reach the X and 

start again at the next 

number. 

Pick up 

your 

pencil.

Trace each lowercase cursive letter by starting 
on the red dot and following the dots in color 
order.

l̀ l̀ ̀l l̀ l̀ 
`m ̀m ̀m 

l  =  l

m  =  m

105
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Trust/in/the/Lord/with/all

thine/heart./Proverbs/35/

////////////////////////

////////////////////////

////////////////////////

Copy the scripture.

Handwriting Practice

Copy and color the hearts.

A = A

Trace the uppercase cursive letters, and then 
write them as many times as will fit.

L = L

A A            
L L           
L L           

:    
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Handwriting Practice

Trace each letter pair, and then write it as many times as will fit.

Cover the section above with a large index card. 
Write each letter pair. If needed, remove the index 
card to view the color guides.

O o          
M m        
A a         
L l          

Complete the maze.

En
te

r

E
xit

M m                          
o                            O

L l                             
A a                       
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Handwriting Practice

Trace each cursive letter, and then write it as many times as will fit.

f = f p = p c = c d = d

f̀      p̀     
d̀     c̀      

f   p   c    d     
Write each letter below in CURSIVE.

Color the picture. Add a sunrise or a sunset.
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Handwriting Practice

Trace the letters, and then write the word. Note: Some uppercase cursive letters connect with 
lowercase letters, and some do not. The “D” does not connect.

Color the picture.

D `a d̀
Dad          
Trace the letter pair, and then write it as many times as will fit.

F  ̀f           
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Handwriting Practice

Trace the letters. 

Draw your favorite animal behind the fence.

Big      

Trace the letter pairs.

B ̀b I i G g̀
B i g̀

Write the word “Big.” 
Do not lift your pencil when 
you get to the end of the 
letter “i.” Finish writing the 
whole word, and then go 
back and dot the letter “i.”

B i g̀
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Evaluation #2

Parent or Teacher: Have the child write each letter pair while you watch. Choose and write four letters 
that the child does not form correctly or that need the most work on the blank red lines; then use the 
following page to have the child practice those letters.

Copy the picture, and then 
draw a scene around it.

C c        
F f         
P p        
Dd        

Bb         
G g          
H h        
I i        
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Handwriting Practice

Write each letter pair.

O o           
M m        
A a         
L l          

Draw your own ladybug in the box.

Trace the letters, and then write the word. Note: The lowercase “o” connects to the lowercase “m” at 
the top, so the lowercase “m” does not start with a tail.

M `mò
Mom        
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Trace the poem by an unknown author.

Handwriting Practice

Draw an autumn leaf.

October’s the month
When the smallest breeze
Gives us a shower

Of autumn leaves.

Write each of the following lowercase cursive letters once:  k, q, x, y, z .

                  

Trace each cursive letter.

k = k q = q x = x y = y z = z

k̀ q x̀ y `z
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Handwriting Practice

Draw your home in the frame below. 

Trace the letters, and then write the word. Note: The “H” and the “O” connect to the next letter at the 
top, so the “O” and the “M” do not start with a tail.

`mò
Home        
H e



Congratulations
to

for the successful completion of

Handwriting LeveL 3
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